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I will wait and see if the hacker has a good job as they are silent for a month, and I will crack it within the month. The game is
really cool, so I'm looking forward to finding out if the hacker can crack it with a small amount of work. RIDDLE: hi, do you
have the day-1 version of Spirit of Freedom /Spirit of Peace RIDDLER: the day-1 version is the same the RIDDLER in the
download link riddlers.ro/snake_n_ladders/spirits_of_freedom_sp_of_peace/ bugfix: on the test the game crashing a lot when
you have 3 lives to protect.fix: changed the location of the reward after test more logical -> the end of the level the reward is the
same -> just more natural fix bug: that the mouse trap was not placed correctly in the scene or not loaded/stored at the beginning
of the levelMARD: only because of the bug that the mouse trap not loaded/stored at the beginning of the levelMARD: or it was
activated by a previous game.MARD: you need to activate the game on the desktop and just click on the mouse trap to the
sceneMARD: just clic on the top of the scene where it says: "press mouse and clic on the place where you want to
place"MARD: the only thing that change, on the screen, is the clic on the deskMARD: or maybe i can add a pack to change, but
with the mouse trap.MARD: i think that the clic on the desktop is the clic that opens the game, and the clic on the mouse trap is
the clic that enter in the gameMARD: maybe i am wrong, but i just explain you to make the work easier.MARD: it's a work of a
dayMARD: and i don't have the time to test the gameMARD: it would be possible to add a "filler" to the scene if you
wantMARD: but the filling, if it's not coded well, it will be a pain to redo the workMARD: but when the work is done you can
easily change the filler to the rest scene that is codedMARD: the filler is the clic to the desktopMARD: if you want i can test
more in a vm to make it fasterMARD: f3e1b3768c
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